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Abstract

In this work, we introduce jumping mode (JM) scanning force microscopy (SFM) as a suitable technique for imaging soft

samples in liquid environment like DNA adsorbed on mica. JM reveals as a non-intrusive technique where shear forces are

minimized by performing the scanning motion without tip–sample contact. We find no visible damage on DNA samples and the

nominal height of 2 nm of the molecules is achieved when imaging applying a maximum normal force of �150 pN. In addition

to topographic images, adhesion maps of DNA are simultaneously recorded showing that the minimum adhesion force occurs on

top of the DNA molecules.
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In the last 50 years the advances in molecular

biology have been spectacular. Physicists have con-

tributed to this enormous growth with the development

of powerful techniques such as nuclear magnetic reso-

nance (NMR), electron microscopy or X-ray crystal-

lography. Although the resolution of these techniques

is outstanding, they still have important disadvantages.

In many cases, samples have to be in vacuum condi-

tions or prepared as crystals. Also, these techniques are

not single molecule techniques thus all the molecules

are treated as they worked in the same way and as its

mean behavior would control its biological function.

Scanning force microscopy (SFM) [1], also called

atomic force microscopy, is a single molecule tech-

nique which allows imaging the surface of a wide

variety of samples in many different environments.

During the last 15 years, SFM has been used to study

solid–vacuum [2,3], solid–gas (typically ambient air)

[1] and solid–liquid interfaces [4], specially soft sam-

ples like DNA [5]. In this third field SFM appears as a

unique technique to resolve biological structures at the

molecular level under physiological conditions.

In this work we introduce jumping mode (JM) [6]

also called pulsed force microscopy by other authors

[7] as a suitable technique for imaging soft samples

like DNA under liquid environment. Both modes

essentially work in a similar manner but while pulsed

force microscopy requires additional hardware with

respect to classic contact mode, JM implementation is

just a software routine running in a digital signal

processor memory, therefore is more flexible than

pulsed force microscopy. Our results show that JM

is a non-intrusive technique thus no visible damage is

induced in the samples during scanning. Using JM

with very soft cantilevers (force constant: 20 mN/m)
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in liquid, DNA images show a molecular height of

2 nm in good agreement with other techniques [8].

This result is particularly relevant because experi-

ments performed using DSFM show DNA images

with a height of less than half of the nominal height

of the DNA [9–18]. The anomalous height is explained

in terms of dehydration of the molecules [10]; pre-

sence of salt layers [19]; tip compression [11] or

strong interaction between DNA and substrate which

compress the molecules to the surface [20]. In addition

to the acquisition of topographic images, JM allows to

obtain adhesion maps of samples [21]. In this work we

also present adhesion images of the adsorbed DNA

molecules. Our results show that DNA presents a

negligible adhesion to the tip. We have found that

this result can be extended to other samples such as the

bacteriophage f29 [22,23] or the Paired Helical Fila-

ments of the Alzheimer Disease [24] (data not shown).

Imaging soft samples in liquids is typically per-

formed using DSFM. Due to the small Q-factor in

liquids the sensitivity of DSFM is dramatically

reduced respect to ambient air. The weakness of

van der Waals forces in liquids (typically 10 times

smaller that in air) and the long range character of the

forces induced by the Debye double layer, i.e., the

electrostatic interaction of the ions in the liquid med-

ium [25,26], makes non-contact operation in liquids

extremely difficult. Therefore DSFM, as well as JM,

operates in contact. However, while the force applied

in DSFM is not directly known since the feedback is

performed on the amplitude, in JM the maximum force

is clearly determined by the feedback set-point as in

classic contact mode.

In addition to drawbacks of basic nature, we believe

that JM has clear advantages over DSFM also due to

practical considerations. In this context, the first

important issue is the ease of implementation. JM is

just a software routine requiring no additional hard-

ware with respect to classic contact mode and no

special treatment of cantilever as for magnetic DSFM.

In addition we recall that DSFM in liquids is much

more difficult to operate as compared to its operation

in air. First of all, cantilever oscillation driven by a

small piezoelectric attached to the cantilever chip

produces a frequency spectrum with many spurious

high amplitude resonances due to the excitation of the

liquid cell. This problem can be avoided by using a

magnetic field to drive the cantilever [32], but then

cantilevers have to be coated with a magnetic material

that may lead to contamination of the samples. In

addition, if the cantilever is very stiff the force applied

by the magnetic field is too weak to induce sufficient

motion of the tip and the method cannot be used.

Magnetically covered cantilevers are expensive and

difficult to purchase. Another important advantage of

JM as compared to DSFM is the synchronization of

the lateral and vertical movements, i.e., in JM the

lateral displacement is always performed at the max-

imum tip–sample separation avoiding lateral forces

induced by the scanning process. On the contrary, in

DSFM in liquids is not clear whether or not the lateral

motion is performed out of contact. Finally, JM offers

the possibility to measure adhesion force maps. Adhe-

sion is a fundamental magnitude in any realistic

contact model. In contrast, DSFM offers phase maps

that are extremely difficult to understand in terms of

more basic magnitudes.

The absence of capillary forces allows to minimize

the adhesion force and hence JM image acquisition

with very low forces is possible by using very soft

cantilevers. In Fig. 1 two force versus distance plots

are shown.1 Fig. 1A is performed in ambient air with a

cantilever of 0.75 N/m [28]. As can be seen adhesion

forces of tens of nN are present due to capillary forces

and a strong van der Waals interaction. As a conse-

quence, when working in ambient conditions irrever-

sible damage is present in soft samples when using JM

[29]. The situation is completely different when ima-

ging in liquids. Fig. 1B shows the force versus distance

plot performed in liquid using a cantilever of 20 mN/m

[30]. The weak van der Waals interaction as well as the

absence of capillary forces minimizes adhesion forces

allowing to obtain images with a maximum force of

tens of pN. Fig. 1 shows that in liquids the forces can

be reduced in more than two orders of magnitude.

In liquids, the interaction between molecules and

substrate is weaker than in air and hence, methods for

fixing the molecules to the surface are in continuous

development. Ideally, these methods must firmly attach

the molecules to the surface but without any confor-

mational deformation which could inhibit its biological

function. We have used 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane

(APTES) (Sigma A-3648) to attach the molecules to a

1 Data has been collected using a commercial microscope from

Nanotec Electronica TM, C/Padilla 1, Madrid, Spain [27].
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mica substrate. A freshly cleaved mica sheet was

immersed for 15 min in a 0.1% dilution of APTES

in water and then rinsed with 2-propanol, water and

dried in a gentle stream of nitrogen. Then, a drop of the

DNA solution is placed on the treated mica for 10 min

and afterwards rinsed with the appropriate buffer. The

sample is placed in the liquid cell and never allowed

to dry. The liquid cell is filled with 1 ml of 20 mM

Tris (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2. This sample preparation

protocol can be used as a general protocol for SFM

imaging of biological samples in liquids.

As a test of JM we have used DNA adsorbed on

mica. The low height of the DNA measured by SFM in

ambient air has been a recurrent problem in the

scientific community for the last few years. On the

other hand, SFM is characterized by the high accuracy

in the Z dimension. To explain this apparent paradox,

arguments like dehydration, presence of a salt layer,

tip compression or strong molecule–surface interac-

tion have been put forward. Imaging in liquids should

solve the height problem of the DNA since any salt

layer should be dissolved, the interaction molecule–

substrate minimized and the molecule fully hydrated.

Fig. 2A shows the topographic image of DNA

obtained with JM applying a maximum force of

140 pN. The quality and resolution of this image is

comparable to that obtained in air using dynamic

scanning force microscopy (DSFM) [31]. In Fig. 2B

a topographic profile is shown. Data show that the

height of the molecules is, within the experimental

error, in agreement with the nominal height of the

DNA which is 2 nm. Moreover, our data on DNA

measured using magnetic DSFM [32] in liquids

reveals a mean height of the molecules of 0.8 nm less

than half of the value obtained in JM. This suggests

that the force applied by the tip in DSFM is bigger than

the �150 pN applied with JM. Note that the width of

the molecule is �10 nm, showing a lateral resolution

comparable or even better than DSFM in air probably

due to the presence of contact of the tip with the

molecule. Fig. 2C shows an adhesion map simulta-

neously obtained with the topography. The data show

that the minimum adhesion occurs on the DNA mole-

cule. An adhesion force profile is plotted in Fig. 2D.

Adhesion forces usually never exceed 0.5 nN. This

kind of experiments could be of great importance

when using functionalized cantilevers to study specific

interactions.

We have shown that JM is an appropriate technique

for imaging soft samples in liquids. We have used

DNA as a test sample obtaining reproducible images

with no visible damage. The weak interactions present

in liquid allows imaging applying extremely low

forces. The measurement of the nominal height of

DNA in liquids suggest that the height of the mole-

cules is not affected by tip compression when imaging

applying a maximum force of �150 pN and that the

chemical treatment of the surface is an appropriate

sample preparation method for SFM imaging of bio-

molecules in liquid environment. In addition to topo-

graphic data, adhesion maps can be obtained with JM.

Data show that the places where the adhesion is lower

Fig. 1. Force versus distance plots performed in ambient air: (A) with a cantilever of 0.75 N/m and under liquid; (B) with a cantilever of

20 mN/m. Since in ambient air the high adhesion forces introduce irreversible damage on soft samples, in liquid the weak van der Waals

interactions allows imaging applying extremely low normal forces.
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is on top of the molecules suggesting that the chemical

coverage of the surfaces introduces the adhesion

measured out of the molecules.
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